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Learn the art of mixing perfect drinks with Cocktails, the third "Best Cocktail Book in the World."
Klaus St. Rainer, an award-winning expert voted "Bartender of the Year" in 2013, shares 70 cocktail
recipes for all the key classics as well as his own signature creations.Whether you want to make a
simple drink with just a few ingredients, prepare large quantities for a cocktail party, or even create a
mocktail, this authoritative guide will have you mixing the perfect aperitif. The book's classy design
and evocative photography will inspire you to find what tickles your taste buds, from the classic Dry
Martini and Old Fashioned to the unusual Red Beet Gimlet and Caramellow Royale. Professional
tips and techniques are revealedâ€”should it be shaken or stirred?â€”and clear instructions make it
easy.Cocktails teaches you the science of mixology so you can make the ultimate cocktail every
time.
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I got this book for my wife because she finds fancy drinks entertaining and would like to try making
some herself. She really liked this book, and so do I.First of all this book is absolutely gorgeous. It's
hard-cover, and the cover is a beautiful shining gold. The inside has softer, muted colors, but is filled
with fantastic page layout, and glorious pictures (if you've read any of DK's recent releases you
know how great they are at taking a boring subject and making it pop of the page with beautiful
pictures and fantastic page layout). Okay, all that's to be expected.ContentContent-wise you need to
know what you are getting here. First of all this is not a recipe/cooking book. This is a coffee table
book, and presentation is amazing. Mission accomplished. As other reviewers have noted, the
author isn't making a book for everyday people to make mixed drinks with cheap ingredients. He

assumes you've got a priceless collection of ingredients and mixing tools, and obviously if you did
you'd have no need for this book. This may seem to make this book completely useless, but I
disagree with that assessment because of how amazing this book is at what it is, and how inspiring
it is.If you were just looking for a book on how to mix drinks something much plainer that you might
get messy would be in order. This book may very well INSPIRE you. You see the RIGHT way to
make very exotic drinks, and using that as a template you can improvise with what you can
personally afford. And for a project, you can attempt to make ONE of these drinks as close to the
outrageous recipe as possible. Whether or not this is fun to you will depend entirely on you.
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